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Abstract- A newly developed method for converling
sinusoidal signel to opticd signd is given in this
paper. The proposed method does not conrisl the
LED's DC current content of the classical method.
Each half period of the sinusoidal signal flowr
through LED being rectified rnd being converted
to curreut. Sempling the curr€nt reduces LED's
werege currrnt The proposed Eethod is
erplained with time diegrans. A new trensmission
system brsed on this method and required
equations are given.

Indq Terms- Optoelectronics, transmission, LED,
sinusoidal signd, opticd signal.

I.INTRODUCTION

In systems operating with sinusoidal signats
(e.g. industrial systems and secret audio
comrnunication systems) converting sinusoidal signal
to optical signal requires a fixed phototransminer
current. When determining the operating point of the
device that drives the phototransminer (e.g. BJT), the
optical signal formed during the conversion of both
perids of the sinusoidal signal mrst be similar to the
input signal.

The time diagrams about the classical
conversion method and phototransmitter connection
form are shown in Fig. I and Fig. 2 respectively.

Here, the curent of the photouansminer
(LED or laser) can be determined from

I r= I ce+ I^ . s ina t  ( l )

Taking the integral of tlis equation, the
curent of the photoEansmitter can be written as

I, = Ire Q)

This current must be loner than the nominal
current of the phototransmitter (L < IN ). Considering
the madmum value of the sinusoidal signal, the
maximum phototransminer current can be obtained
as

Ian

Fig. l. Time Diagrams of The Classical fvfethod

Urt

Fig. 2. Phototransmitter Connection Form

lf Kt is the conversion constant of
photouansminer in converting curr€nt to light, the
madmum light intensitv of the optical signal will be

1= Kr(Z. I^+. f - . )  = ?.KL. I^+KL. I , tu  (4)

Here, P.;n = Kr . I-in is the minimum light
intensiy of the optical signal. This minimum light
intensity must be higher than the minimum light
intensity that can be detected by the photodetecor.

I ^ = 2 . 1 ^ + I ^ n (3)
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Otherwise distortion of sinusoidal signal can be seen
at the photodetector output.

The disadvantages of the classical method
are as follows:
l. Current flows continuously through the
phototransminer.
2. The minimum light intensity of t[e
phototransmitter must be higher than the minimum
light intensity that can be detected by the
photodaector. Otherwise signal distortion can take
place.

To overcome these disadvantages a nElv

conversion method nas dereloped.

II. NEWLY PROPOSED CONItrRSION METHOD

In this nerv method, the positive and
negative half-periods ofthe input signal, thal is in thc
current forrn, flow through the semiconductor
phototransmitter (LED or laser) being rectifiod. The
iime diagrams that explain the method are shown in
Fig. 3.

The input signal is rectified and applied to
the phototransmitter. Considering a sinusoidal input
signal, the average current that florvs througft the
phototransmitter becomes

Here I- is the peak value of the sinusoidd
signal.- 

When sinusoidal signal is sampled by square
pulses as shown in Fig. 3, the current that flows

iftt*gh the photouansmitter in one half period can

be calculated from

( g\=I^ !\'= (6)ronn = D. Ion = I " " l r , r ,  
n  T l2

nLt
D = * is the ratio of samPling Pulses

r t z
to half period. Assuming duty cycle is equal to 50%

(frp= At" = At ) as shown in Fig. '1.a, the number of

sampling pulses that can be placed in a half period

will be

Tlz
n-- zAt 

(7)

The duration of half Period can b€
determined in terms of the duration of pulses from (7)

as

(5) Fig. 3. Time Diagrams of The New Method

Fig. 4. (a) Time Diagram of Sampled Current
(b) Time Diagram Used in Explaining The
Reducing Process of LED's Starting Region Efiect

Taking all these into consideration, the
average current of photouansminer becomes

I  n . L t  l I ^
I  - -  - z : --onn 

t  Z .n \ t  2  n

rvhen sampling is performed. It can be seen ftom the
last equation that average current reduces to its half

t 9 g

Io,

urt

Uso

Us

r"^=+

!  = z.n.L,
?

(E)
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value. The light intensity of the semiconductor
phototransmitter uill be

I
P,  =n .K ,?  ( lo )

"  " 2 8

If LED is used as phototransmitter, a small .Io
current can be let to flow through LED in order to
reduce the starting region effect of the LED
current-voltage characteristics. Fig. 4 explains this
condition. Us of Fig.4 is the LED threshold voltage.

Taking the threshold curent value into
consideration, the total current of phototransmitter
becomes

( l  l )

In general, since current Ie is very small it
can be neglected in computations.

An optoelectronic system designed according
to this method will be explained in Section 3.

III. OPTOELECTROMC SYSTEM BASED ON
TTIE NEW CO].N/ERSION METHOD

The diagram of the optoelectronic system
that operates with this new method is shown in Fig. 5.

System has been designed for sinusoidal
signd transmission and audio communication in
industrial applications. The numbered circuit blocks
in Fig. 5 are as follorvs:
l. rectifier and sampling circuit
2. power stage
3. photosignal amplifier
4. the circuit that detects the zero regions of

photosignd and produces short duration pulses
5. flipflop
6. analog switch
7. analog switch

When a sinusoidal signal is applied to tlte
input of the rectifier, an ar€rage curent flo\rs
through LED. This current is converted to light by
LED and crossing the medium, this light falls on the
light sensitive region of the photodetector.
Photodetector converts this light to photosignal and
Upl signal is obtained at its output (Fig 3). This
signal is ampli-fied to the required level by the
amplifier. Analog srvitch and zero detection circuit
are connected to the output of the amplifier. Short
duration pulses ({,'io in Fig. 3) are produced by zerc
detection circuit at the zero regions of the sigaal
obtained at the amplifier output. These pulses come to
the clock input of the flipflop. Flip.flop opens aad
closes the analog srvitches periodically. One half
period (e.9. positive half period) florvs through the
first analog suitch while the other period flons
through the second srvitch. Variable signal is
re-obtained at the bridge circuit with T1....-T4
transistors. That means. the output signal on the load

I
I ,  =  I onn*  I o  -  I ,  * ;

Fig. 5. Diagram of The Optoelectronic System

Rs is reobtained in sinusoidal form. Here. transistors
Tl and T4 are active during tr and tz intervals and
transistors T2 and T3 are active during t2 and t3
inten'als (Fig. 3). The bridge cirsuit can be designed
with MOSFETs. The system c€n be used for
transmining sinusoidal signal, performing secret
communication, achiwing connectionless audio
control and wireless connection oftwo audio systems
in short distances.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new conversion method has been
developed for transmining sinusoidal signal. The
distortions ofsinusoidal signals has been reduced and
the phototransmitter current has been increased rvith
this method. So the transmission distance has been
increased. The required equations of system design
based on this method have been obtained. An
optoelectronic system that operates with the new
method has been dereloped.
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